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We perform a search for beyond-the-Standard-Model (BSM) dimension-six operators relevant to the
Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Electron Collider (LHeC) and the Future Circular Hadron Electron
Collider (FCC-he). With a large amount of data (few ab−1) and collisions at the TeV scale, both LHeC and
FCC-he provide excellent opportunities to search for the BSM effects. The study is done through the
process e−p → hjνe, where the Higgs boson decays into a pair of bb̄, and we consider the main sources of
background processes, including a realistic simulation of detector effects. For the FCC-he case, in some
signal scenarios, to obtain an efficient event reconstruction and to have a good background rejection, jet
substructure techniques are employed to reconstruct the boosted Higgs boson in the final state. In order to
assess the sensitivity to the dimension-six operators, a shape analysis on the differential cross sections is
performed. Stringent bounds are found on the Wilson coefficients of dimension-six operators with the
integrated luminosities of 1 ab−1 and 10 ab−1, which in some cases show improvements with respect to the
high-luminosity LHC results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

So far, the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics has
been found to be a successful theory describing nature up to
the electroweak scale. However, there are reasons to believe
that the SM is not the ultimate theory of particle physics at
the TeV scale. The Higgs boson discovery by the LHC
experiments [1,2] has been a milestone in understanding
the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB). After that, one of the main goals would be to
precisely measure the Higgs boson properties that would
provide the possibility of searching for new physics effects
beyond the SM.
Given the absence of any signature of new physics in the

present data, one can parametrize the effects of beyond-the-
SM in an effective field theory (EFT) expansion. This
approach is a powerful tool that parametrizes possible new
physics effects via a systematic expansion in a series of
higher-dimensional operators composed of SM fields [3,4].

The operators are composed of all possible combinations of
SM fields respecting the SUð3Þc × SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY gauge
symmetries and Lorentz invariance. In the EFT approach,
potential deviations from the SM could be described using
the following Lagrangian:

LSMEFT ¼ LSM þ
X
i

ci
Λ2

Oi þ H:c:; ð1Þ

whereOi is the ith dimension-six operator, Λ is the scale at
which new physics is expected to appear, and c0i’s are
arbitrary Wilson coefficients. These dimension-six oper-
ators have been listed and studied in Refs. [3–6]. There
have been many studies that probe these operators, and so
far much work has been devoted to constraining these
operators, which can be found in Refs. [7–33].
The aim of this study is to explore Wilson coefficients of

dimension-six operators, as described in Refs. [34–36],
contributing to the Higgs production in association with a
jet and a neutrino at the LHeC and FCC-he [37–40]. The
LHeC is a proposed deep inelastic electron-nucleon scat-
tering (DIS) machine, which has been designed to collide
electrons with an energy from 60 GeV to possibly 140 GeV
with protons with an energy of 7 TeV. The future circular
collider (FCC) has the option of colliding electrons with
protons with an electron energy Ee ¼ 60 GeV and a proton
energy of Ep ¼ 50 TeV. The inclusive Higgs boson
production cross section at the high-energy FCC-he is
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expected to be about 5 times larger than at the future
proposed high-energy and high-luminosity electron-
positron collider TLEP/FCC-ee [41]. In comparison with
the LHC or FCC-hh, the LHeC or FCC-he have the
advantage of providing a clean environment with small
background contributions from QCD strong interactions.
Furthermore, no effects from pileup or multiple interactions
exist in these machines, and they are able to provide precise
measurements of the proton structure, and electroweak and
strong interactions.
This paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II, we present

the theoretical framework of our analysis by recalling the
relevant aspects of the effective SM in which dimension-six
operators are considered. We review the higher-dimensional
operators and highlight the operators contributing to the
Higgs boson production processes at the LHeC and FCC-he.
Section III describes the details of our analysis, including the
simulation tools and analysis strategy for both LHeC and
FCC-he. We explain the event selection criteria and stat-
istical method by which we obtain the constraints on the
Wilson coefficients. The analysis strategy for the LHeC
collider and its sensitivity to the dimension-six operators is
presented in Sec. IV. Section V is dedicated to presenting the
sensitivity of the FCC-he collider to the related Wilson
coefficients in the hjνe process. Our results and the con-
straints on the Wilson coefficients are given in Sec. VI.
Comparisons with the LHC bounds are also made in

this section. Finally, Sec. VII presents the summary and
conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The SM effective Lagrangian can be obtained by
including higher-dimensional operators that take into
account the new physics effects beyond the SM which
may appear at the energy scale much larger than the SM
energy scale. Under the assumption of baryon and lepton
number conservation and keeping only dimension-six
operators, the most general SUð3ÞC × SUð2ÞL ×Uð1ÞY
gauge-invariant Lagrangian can be constructed from the
SM fields. We concentrate on the dimension-six inter-
actions of the Higgs boson, fermions, and the electroweak
gauge bosons in the strongly interacting light Higgs (SILH)
basis conventions, which can be written as [34,35,42]

Leff ¼ LSM þ
X
i

c̄iOi ≡ LSM þ ΔLF1
þ ΔLF2

þ ΔLSILH;

ð2Þ
where c̄i coefficients are dimensionless Wilson coefficients,
and Oi are dimension-six operators made up of SM fields.
The first term in the effective Lagrangian of Eq. (2) is the SM
Lagrangian, LSM. The second term ΔLF1

in Eq. (2)
addresses the interactions between two Higgs fields and a
pair of quarks or leptons. This term has the following form:

ΔLF1
¼ ic̄HQ

v2
ðq̄LγμqLÞðH†D

↔

μHÞ þ ic̄0HQ

v2
ðq̄LγμσiqLÞðH†σiD

↔

μHÞ

þ ic̄Hu

v2
ðūRγμuRÞðH†D

↔

μHÞ

þ ic̄Hd

v2
ðd̄RγμdRÞðH†D

↔

μHÞ þ
�
ic̄Hud

v2
ðūRγμdRÞðHc†D

↔

μHÞ þ H:c:

�

þ ic̄HL

v2
ðL̄Lγ

μLLÞðH†D
↔

μHÞ

þ ic̄0HL

v2
ðL̄Lγ

μσiLLÞðH†σiD
↔

μHÞ þ ic̄Hl

v2
ðl̄RγμlRÞðH†D

↔

μHÞ: ð3Þ

The third term ΔLF2
of the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (2) contains the interactions of a pair of quarks or leptons, a Higgs

field, and a gauge boson. This term reads

ΔLF2
¼ c̄uBg0

m2
W

yuq̄LHcσμνuRBμν þ
c̄uWg
m2

W
yuq̄LσiHcσμνuRWi

μν

þ c̄uGgS
m2

W
yuq̄LHcσμνλauRGa

μν þ
c̄dBg0

m2
W

ydq̄LHσμνdRBμν þ
c̄dWg
m2

W
ydq̄LσiHσμνdRWi

μν

þ c̄dGgS
m2

W
ydq̄LHσμνλadRGa

μν þ
c̄lBg0

m2
W

ylL̄LHσμνlRBμν

þ c̄lWg
m2

W
ylL̄Lσ

iHσμνlRWi
μν þ H:c: ð4Þ
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Finally, the last term of this Lagrangian corresponds to the Higgs field, which is part of a SILH. The ΔLSILH term can be
expressed as

ΔLSILH ¼ c̄H
2v2

∂μðH†HÞ∂μðH†HÞ þ c̄T
2v2

ðH†Dμ
↔
HÞðH†D

↔

μHÞ − c̄6λ
v2

ðH†HÞ3

þ
��

c̄u
v2

yuH†Hq̄LHcuR þ c̄d
v2

ydH†Hq̄LHdR þ c̄l
v2

ylH†HL̄LHlR

�
þ H:c:

�

þ ic̄Wg
2m2

W
ðH†σiDμ

↔
HÞðDνWμνÞi

þ ic̄Bg0
2m2

W
ðH†Dμ

↔
HÞð∂νBμνÞ þ

ic̄HWg
m2

W
ðDμHÞ†σiðDνHÞWi

μν

þ ic̄HBg0

m2
W

ðDμHÞ†ðDνHÞBμν þ
c̄γg02
m2

W
H†HBμνBμν þ c̄gg2S

m2
W
H†HGa

μνGaμν

þ ic̃HWg
m2

W
ðDμHÞ†σiðDνHÞW̃i

μν þ
ic̃HBg0

m2
W

ðDμHÞ†ðDνHÞB̃μν

þ c̃γg02
m2

W
H†HBμνB̃μν þ c̃gg2S

m2
W
H†HGa

μνG̃
aμν

þ c̃3Wg3

m2
W

ϵijkWi ν
μ Wj ρ

ν W̃k μ
ρ þ c̃3Gg3S

m2
W

fabcGa ν
μ Gb ρ

ν G̃c μ
ρ ; ð5Þ

where Φ is a weak doublet containing the Higgs boson
field, andGμν, Bμν,Wμν are the strong and electroweak field

strength tensors. Here, Φ†D
↔μ

Φ ¼ Φ†ðDμΦÞ − ðDμΦÞ†Φ is
the Hermitian covariant derivative. In Eq. (5), λ is the Higgs
boson quartic coupling and v is the vacuum expectation
value defined as v ¼ 1=ð ffiffiffi

2
p

GFÞ1=2 ¼ 246 GeV.
In the electron-proton colliders, the Higgs bosons are

produced through two main channels: either via charged
current e−q → Hq0νe or neutral current e−q → eHq. The
leading order diagram for the production of a Higgs boson
in the electron-proton collisions for the charged current
process is depicted in Fig. 1. There have already been
several studies on different aspects of the Higgs boson
production via charged and neutral currents in the

electron-proton collisions [43–51]. In Ref. [47], it has been
shown that the production cross section of the charged
current process is larger than the neutral current process by
a factor of a around 5 for the incoming electron energy of
140 GeVand the proton energy of 7 TeV. In this work, our
focus is on the charged current production process due to its
larger production cross section. Also, this process has a
clean signature as it is comprised of significant missing
transverse energy and an energetic jet which tends to be
forward. In this analysis, we concentrate on the Higgs
boson decay into a pair of bottom quarks because of its
large branching fraction.
The present work is dedicated to considering the effects

of Leff presented in Eq. (2) on the Higgs boson production
through the charged current process e−q → Hq0νe. The
contributions originating from other possible effective
operators are neglected for simplicity. The representative
Feynman diagrams for e−q → Hq0νe are displayed in
Fig. 2. The vertices that receive contributions from the
Leff are shown by filled circles. It is remarkable that the SM
tree-level contribution does not have any dependence on
the momenta of the involved particles; however, when
considering Leff , momentum-dependent interactions enter
the calculations. This leads to changes in the production
cross sections as well as the shape of differential distribu-
tions. In this paper, differences in the shapes of distribu-
tions are used to constrain the involved Wilson coefficients
in this process.
The e−p → hjνe process is sensitive to the following set

of Leff parameters:
FIG. 1. Leading order Feynman diagram Higgs boson produc-
tion via e−p → hjνe processes.
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c̄HW; c̃HW; c̄W; c̄H; c̄d; c̄u; c̄l; c̄Hud; c̄0HL; c̄0HQ;c̄uW; c̄dW; c̄eW:

ð6Þ

The cross section of the e−p → hjνe process is found
to be almost insensitive to the parameters c̄l, c̄eW ,
c̄d; c̄u; c̄uW; c̄dW . This is because of the very small
Yukawa couplings of light quarks and electrons. As a
result, our analysis is restricted to the remaining seven
parameters:

c̄H; c̄Hud; c̄HW; c̄0HL; c̄0HQ; c̄W; and c̃HW:

An interesting way to represent the effective Lagrangian
from the experimental and phenomenological points of

view is by the effective Lagrangian in the mass basis. In
particular, it has been found to be an applicable approach in
the study of electroweak precision tests (EWPT). The
anomalous Higgs interactions in the mass basis have been
presented in Ref. [35]. The relationship between the mass
basis couplings and the dimension-six coefficients that are
involved in this analysis are given in Table I.
There have already been many studies about con-

straining the Wilson coefficients discussed above in differ-
ent colliders using various channels; these can be found in
Refs. [7–25,52–54]. Although the obtained limits on some
of the coefficients in the previous studies are tight, we
examine possible improvements for these limits in the
future high-energy electron-proton colliders via a careful
investigation of the Higgs production mechanism in the
framework of effective field theory. In the next section, the
details of simulation for probing the effective Lagrangian
using the e−p → hjνe process in the future LHeC and
FCC-he colliders will be discussed.

III. SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND
PRODUCTION AND SIMULATION

The chains we have used to perform the generation and
simulation of the signal and background processes are
described in this section. The full set of interactions
generated by the dimension-six operators mentioned in
the Higgs effective Lagrangian LSILH of Eq. (5), ΔLF1

in

TABLE I. Anomalous Higgs boson couplings in the mass basis
and their relation to the dimension-six coefficients.

Mass basis Gauge basis

gð1Þhww
2g
mW

c̄HW

g̃hww 2g
mW

c̃HW

gð2Þhww

g
mW

fc̄W þ c̄HWg
gðLÞhwud

ffiffi
2

p
g

v c̄0HQV
CKM

gðRÞhwud

ffiffi
2

p
g

v c̄Hud

ghwνe
ffiffi
2

p
g

v c̄0HL

FIG. 2. Representative Feynman diagrams at tree level for the e−p → hjνe process in electron-proton collisions in the presence of
dimension-six operators.
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Eq. (3), and ΔLF2
in Eq. (4) have been implemented in

FeynRules [55,56], and the model is imported to a universal
FeynRules output (UFO) module [35,57]. Then, the UFO
model files are inserted into the MadGraph5-aMC@NLO
[58,59] Monte Carlo (MC) event generator to calculate the
cross sections and generate the signal events. The
CTEQ6L1 PDF set [60] is used to describe the proton
structure functions. The renormalization and factorization
scales are dynamical in MadGraph5-aMC@NLO.
The next-to-leading order QCD correction to the signal

process e−p → hjνe is found to be small [61]. Therefore, in
this work the k factor for the signal is assumed to be 1. The
events of the signal process e−p → hjνe are generated with
MadGraph5-aMC@NLO; then the Higgs boson decay into
a bb̄ pair via the MadSpin module [62,63]. The Pythia 6
[64,65] package is utilized to perform fragmentation,
hadronization, and initial- and final-state parton showers.
Jets are clustered using FastJet3.2.0 [66] with the kT
algorithm [67].
The electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeter resolu-

tions are considered by the energy smearing of 5%ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EðGeVÞ

p
(plus 1% of constant term) and 60%ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

EðGeVÞ
p , respectively [38].

The b-tagging efficiency is assumed to be 60%, while
mistag probabilities of 10% and 1% for c-quark jets and
light-quark jets are considered, respectively [38].
The tracker of the LHeC detector is expected to cover

a pseudorapidity range up to 3.0 [38]. Therefore, the
b-tagging performance is valid up to jηb-jetj < 3. For the
light jets, the calorimeter coverage is considered to
be jηlight−jetj < 5.
Based on the signal final state that consists of missing

transverse energy, a pair of bb̄ from the Higgs boson decay,
and a forward jet, the backgrounds include processes with
three jets and large missing energy in the final state. In
particular, the following processes have been taken into
account: bbj0νe, bbbνe, j0j0j0νe, tνe, Wjνe, and Zjνe. The
hadronic decays of the top quark,W boson, and Z boson are

considered; j0 refers to the light flavor jets except the
b quark, and j denotes all light flavor quarks including the
b quark. The background contributions from photoproduc-
tion processes, which include the subprocesses gγ → bb̄
and tt̄, are considered in the analysis.
In the next sections, we present the analysis strategies for

LHeC and FCC-he separately in more detail. As mentioned
before, we consider the LHeC with electron energies of
60 GeV and 140 GeV colliding with the 7 TeV protons,
while for the FCC-he case, the 60 GeV electrons collide
with 50 TeV protons.

IV. LHeC SENSITIVITY

In this section, we present the analysis strategy and the
results for the LHeC. The strategy for choosing the basic
cuts is similar to the one proposed in [38]. Jets are
reconstructed with a distance parameter for the jet
reconstruction algorithm R ¼ 0.7. We require at least three
jets with pjets

T > 20 GeV, from which two are required to be
b tagged. A minimum cut of 20 GeV is imposed on the
missing transverse energy, and the total transverse energy
of all final states needs to be greater than 100 GeV.
The Higgs boson is reconstructed using the two b-tagged

jets that give the closest mass to the nominal Higgs mass,
i.e., 125 GeV. Among the light jets, the highest pT one is
taken as the light flavor jet. Figure 3 shows the recon-
structed Higgs boson mass (left) and the invariant mass
distribution of the Higgsþ jet (MHiggs;j) (right) for signal
with c̄H ¼ 0.1 and the main backgrounds after the pre-
selection cuts.
In the reconstructed distribution of the Higgs boson

mass, the mass peak is lower than the right Higgs boson
mass because of the energy carried by the neutrino from the
b-quark decays.
The cross sections (in fb) after each cut for the signal,

SM production of Higgs boson via the hjνe process, and
the main background processes are presented in Table II for
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FIG. 3. The Higgs boson invariant mass distribution (left) and invariant mass distributions of Higgsþ jet (right) after the basic cuts.
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the LHeC operating with an electron energy of
Ee ¼ 60 GeV. In addition to the basic kinematical cuts,
a cut on the invariant mass of the Higgs boson
95 ≤ MHiggs ≤ 135 GeV, as well as the invariant mass of
the Higgs-jet system 260 < MHiggs;j < 1000 GeV, is also
applied for this analysis. The impact of these cuts is
presented in Table II. It clearly shows that the selection
criteria are effective in enhancing signal and suppression of
the background contributions. As one can see, cuts on the
Higgs boson invariant mass and the Higgs-jet system affect
all backgrounds and reduce their contributions signifi-
cantly. The cross section of the photoproduction back-
ground after all cuts is found to be 0.18 fb.
In this analysis, one might be concerned about the

validity of the effective field theory. Several authors have
discussed this issue in Refs. [68–70]. The Wilson coef-
ficients of the dimension-six operators could be related to
the new physics characteristic scale M� via

c̄ ∼
g2�v2

M2�
; ð7Þ

where g� is the coupling constant of the heavy degrees of
freedom with the SM particles. Additional suppression
factors appear in the case where an operator is generated
at loop level. An upper bound can be put on the new mass
scaleM� using the fact that the underlying theory is strongly
coupled by setting g� ¼ 4π. Assuming c̄ ¼ Oð1Þ, we find

M� <
4πvffiffiffī
c

p ∼ 3.2 TeV: ð8Þ

This upper bound is not violated in this analysis, as we
have MHiggs;j < 1 TeV.

A. Sensitivity estimate

This subsection is dedicated to estimating the sensitivity
of the e−p → hjνe process to the Wilson coefficients. The
sensitivity is obtained using a χ2 analysis over all bins of
ΔEpz distribution. The ΔEpz variable is defined as

ΔEpz ¼ ðEb−jet1 − pz;b−jet1Þ þ ðEb−jet2 − pz;b−jet2Þ
þ ðElight-jet1 − pz;light-jet1Þ: ð9Þ

In Fig. 4, we show the expected normalized distribution of
ΔEpz for the signal and the main sources of background
processes after applying all cuts presented in Table II. As
we can see, the shape of the ΔEpz signal with c̄H ¼ 0.1 is
quite different from the sum of all background processes.
As a result, it is useful to obtain the exclusion limits on the
Wilson coefficients defined in Eqs. (3) and (5).
To set upper limits at the 95% CL, we use a χ2 criterion

from the distribution of ΔEpz defined as

χ2ðfcngÞ ¼
XN
i¼bins

ðfiðfcngÞ − sSMi Þ2
Δ2

i
; ð10Þ

where fcng denotes the Wilson coefficient fcn ¼ c̄H; c̄Hud;
c̄HW; c̄0HL; c̄0HQ; c̄W; c̃HWg considered in the present analy-
sis, sSMi refers to the SM expectation in the ith bin of the
ΔEpz distribution, and fiðfcngÞ is the number of signal
events in the ith bin. In the χ2ðfcngÞ definition, Δi is the
statistical uncertainty. We consider the most general for-
mulation of fiðfcngÞ as second-degree polynomials
according to the following:

fiðfcngÞ ¼ sSMi þ
XN
n¼1

ðαnc̄n þ βnc̄2nÞ: ð11Þ
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FIG. 4. Normalized distribution for ΔEpz for signal and all
background processes after applying all cuts presented in
Table II.

TABLE II. Cross section (in fb) for signal and background events after applied kinematic cuts used for this analysis at the LHeC with
Ee ¼ 60 GeV. The details of the basic cuts applied are presented in the text.

LHeC collider Signal Standard model Backgrounds

Cuts c̄H ¼ 0.1 hjνe bbj0νe tνe Wjνe Zjνe

Cross sections (in fb) 84.8 94.3 639.5 1287 1885 379.6
Acceptance cuts 18.10 20.12 12.15 96.76 37.81 16.33
95 ≤ MHiggs ≤ 135 ðGeVÞ 9.69 13.07 1.28 23.60 10.08 1.52
260 < MHiggs;j < 1000 ðGeVÞ 6.37 7.05 0.45 1.77 0.76 0.72
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Considering only one coefficient in the fit, one can
obtain exclusion limits for the individual constraints on
the Wilson coefficient fcn ¼ c̄H; c̄Hud; c̄HW; c̄0HL; c̄0HQ;
c̄W; c̃HWg. The corresponding results for the integrated
luminosities of 300 fb−1, 3000 fb−1, and 1 ab−1 are pre-
sented in Tables III and V with electron energies of 60 GeV
and 140 GeV. As an example, LHeC would be able to
constrain c̄H by more than 1 order of magnitude with
respect to the LHC in the high-luminosity regime.

V. FCC-HE SENSITIVITY

In this section, the sensitivity of the FCC-he to the
related Wilson coefficients in the hjνe process is studied.
As we mentioned before, FCC-he employs a 50 TeV proton
beam of a proposed circular proton-proton collider.
Similar to the LHeC case, FCC-he is sensitive to

c̄H; c̄Hud; c̄HW; c̄0HL; c̄0HQ; c̄W , and c̃HW Wilson coeffi-
cients. The same analysis strategy as presented for the
LHeC is followed for the FCC-he. The Higgs boson decay
into a bb̄ pair is considered, and a χ2 fit is performed to
estimate the sensitivities. The ratio of the cross section of
e−p → hjνe at the FCC-he to the LHeC in terms of the
Wilson coefficients is presented in Fig. 5. As we can see,
when the couplings vary in the range −0.03 to 0.03, the
cross section at the FCC-he increases by a factor of around
6 with respect to the LHeC.
At this step, we mention one of the interesting character-

istics of the signal events at the FCC-he, which requires
using a particular strategy for reconstruction of the Higgs
boson. At the FCC-he, Higgs bosons for some scenarios of
the signal are highly boosted, and from the topological
point of view, they decay differently compared to the Higgs
bosons which are not boosted. For instance, Higgs bosons
produced in the signal scenario with a nonzero value of c̄HW
are highly boosted because of the momentum-dependent
interaction. For the splitting of the Higgs boson into a pair
of bb̄, one can write

m2
H ≃ 2jp⃗bjjp⃗b̄jð1 − cos θbb̄Þ; ð12Þ

where p⃗bðp⃗b̄Þ is the momentum of the bðb̄Þ quark and the
bottom quark mass has been neglected. One can express the

opening angle θbb̄ versus the parent mass Higgs boson and
the momenta of the b and b̄ quarks. Using kinematic
relations, the angular separation of a bb̄ pair produced in a
Higgs boson decay can also be written as

ΔRbb̄ ≃
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

xð1 − xÞp mH

pT
; ð13Þ

where pT is the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson,
and x and 1 − x are the momentum fractions of the b and b̄
quarks. Figure 6 shows the distributions of the Higgs boson
momentum and transverse momentum for the signal
scenario of c̄HW ¼ 0.1 for the LHeC and FCC-he. As
we can see, at the FCC-he, Higgs bosons reside at large
values of momentum and pT .
For the Higgs bosons with substantial momentum and

pT , from Eq. (12) and (13) it is expected that the angular
separation of the Higgs boson decay products decreases.
Figure 7 shows the normalized distribution of ΔR between
two b quarks from the Higgs boson decay for the FCC-he.
We present the distributions for two signal scenarios c̄H ¼
0.1 and c̄HW ¼ 0.1. The plot clearly confirms that for the
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FIG. 5. The ratio of the signal cross section at the FCC-he
(Ee ¼ 60 GeV and Ep ¼ 50 TeV) to the LHeC (Ee ¼ 60 GeV
and Ep ¼ 7 TeV) versus various Wilson coefficients.

TABLE III. Predicted constraints at 95% CL on dimension-six Wilson coefficients for the LHeC with electrons energies of Ee ¼
60 GeV and Ee ¼ 140 GeV, and for integrated luminosities of 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1.

Wilson
coefficients

LHeC-300
(Ee ¼ 140 GeV)

LHeC-3000
(Ee ¼ 140 GeV)

LHeC-300
(Ee ¼ 60 GeV)

LHeC-3000
(Ee ¼ 60 GeV)

LHC-3000
[20]

c̄H½×100� ½−0.90; 0.95� ½−0.29; 0.29� ½−7.8; 8.8� ½−2.5; 2.6� ½−4.40; 3.50�
c̄Hud½×100� ½−0.80; 0.80� ½−0.25; 0.25� ½−6.26; 8.33� ½−2.40; 2.86� � � �
c̄HW ½×100� ½−1.40; 1.70� ½−0.47; 0.50� ½−2.3; 2.8� ½−0.79; 0.83� ½−0.4; 0.4�
c̄0HL½×100� ½−1.30; 1.40� ½−0.40; 0.40� ½−2.6; 2.7� ½−0.85; 0.82� � � �
c̄0HQ½×100� ½−1.50; 1.60� ½−0.50; 0.50� ½−2.20; 2.70� ½−0.79; 0.76� � � �
c̄W ½×100� ½−1.00; 1.00� ½−0.36; 0.37� ½−1.20; 1.40� ½−0.42; 0.44� ½−0.40; 0.40�
c̃HW ½×100� ½−0.70; 0.70� ½−0.20; 0.20� ½−11.4; 9.2� ½−4.2; 3.6� � � �
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signal scenario of c̄HW , a considerable fraction of Higgs
bosons are produced in the boosted regime, while this is not
valid for the signal scenario of c̄H. As a result, the high-pT
Higgs bosons produce a collimated jet with substructure.
Because of the small angular separation between two b

jets from the Higgs decay and large boost, the common jet
reconstruction with a cone size of ΔR ¼ 0.4–0.5 would not
be usable for most of the signal events with a nonzero value
of c̄HW . An alternative method of the fat jet algorithm is
applied [71] for these boosted events.
To reconstruct the signal events with two boosted b jets

in the final state, first we reconstruct the fat jets by using the
Cambridge/Aachen (CA) jet algorithm [72,73] assuming a
jet cone size of R ¼ 1.2. Then, in order to identify the
boosted Higgs boson, the methods described in the fat
jet reconstruction algorithm [71] are explained in the
following. In the beginning, a reconstructed fat jet J is
split into two subjets J1, J2 with masses mJ1 > mJ2 . Then,
the method requires a significant mass drop of mJ1 <
μMDmJ with μ ¼ 0.667. It should be mentioned that μMD is

an arbitrary parameter that shows the degree of mass drop.
Also, to avoid including high-pT light jets, two subjets
need to be symmetrically split. Thus, the two subjets must
satisfy

minðp2
T;J1

; p2
T;J2

Þ
m2

J
ΔR2

J1;J2
< ycut ð14Þ

where ycut is a parameter of the algorithm which determines
the limit of asymmetry between two subjets, and p2

T;J1
and

p2
T;J2

are the squares of the transverse momentum of each
subjet. Finally, if the above criteria are not satisfied, the
algorithm takes J ¼ J1 and returns to the first step for
performing decomposition. The explained algorithm for
boosted object reconstruction has been implemented in the
FastJet package [66] by which our analysis is done.
In this analysis, jets of both the signal and background

are first reconstructed with the kT algorithm with a cone
size of R ¼ 0.7. Then, if jets with pT > 250 GeV are
found, the fat jet algorithm is applied; otherwise, the event
is considered to be a normal event. The exclusion limits for
the Wilson coefficients of the dimension-six operators at
the FCC-he are obtained using a method similar to what
was described in Sec. IVA.

VI. RESULTS

In this section, the results are presented for the electron-
proton collisions at the LHeC when the 60 GeV and
140 GeV electrons collide with the 7 TeV protons, and
at the FCC-he when the 60 GeV electrons collide with
the 50 TeV protons. The limits are presented for the
integrated luminosities of 300 fb−1, 3000 fb−1, and 1 ab−1

in Tables III–V.
In Tables III and IV, we present the constraints on the

Wilson coefficients that have been obtained at the LHC at
14 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 [20].
As we can see from these tables, more sensitivity is
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achievable on the coefficient c̄H at the electron-proton
colliders with respect to the LHC. Comparison between
LHeC and FCC-he sensitivities shows that more sensitivity
to most of the Wilson coefficients can be obtained in the
FCC-he. From these results, one can conclude that the
LHeC and FCC-he are suitable platforms to complement
the LHC results in the search for dimension-six effective
couplings in the Higgs boson sector.
In order to study the effect arising from different energies

of colliding electrons, we present the results for the
LHeC with the electron energies of Ee ¼ 60 GeV and
Ee ¼ 140 GeV. From Table III, it can be seen that going to
higher energies of the electron-proton collisions, from
60 GeV to 140 GeV, would lead to improvements for
the Wilson coefficients. For example, the constraints
obtained from Ee ¼ 60 GeV with the integrated luminosity
of 3000 fb−1 on c̄H are −0.025 < c̄H < 0.026, which is
tightened to −0.0029 < c̄H < 0.0029 at a Ee ¼ 140 GeV
machine.
The results for the LHeC and FCC-he at very high

integrated luminosities are presented in Table V. The
bounds are given for maximum achievable integrated
luminosities of 1 ab−1 and 10 ab−1 for the LHeC and
FCC-he, respectively. Based on this analysis for the FCC-
he with Ee ¼ 60 GeV for an integrated luminosity of

10 ab−1, the sensitivity to the Wilson coefficients is much
better than the other options analyzed in this study, and in
some cases, it is better than the ones expected to be
achieved by the HL-LHC with an integrated luminosity
of 3000 fb−1.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The effects of physics beyond the SM may appear in
the Higgs sector, which requires one to measure the
Higgs boson couplings with the SM particles precisely.
Any deviation of the Higgs boson interactions with
respect to the predictions of the SM would be a hint
to new physics. The LHeC with a rich physics program
would be able to provide a lot of information on physics
beyond the SM as well as precise measurements of the
SM. In electron-proton collisions, there are two clean
production mechanisms for the Higgs boson, either in
neutral current interactions or in charged current inter-
actions. In this paper, we present an analysis to constrain
new physics in the Higgs boson sector by adopting an
effective Lagrangian approach. The analysis is based on
Higgs boson production in charged current interactions
(via the WþW−H coupling), i.e., the e−p → hjνe process
for the electrons with energies of Ee ¼ 60 GeV and Ee ¼
140 GeV colliding with the 7 TeV protons. We also
perform the same analysis for the FCC-he in which
60 GeV electrons collide with very high-energy protons,
with energy of 50 TeV. For the FCC-he case, to
efficiently reconstruct the Higgs boson and to achieve
a reasonable background rejection, jet substructure tech-
niques are used in order to capture the signal events that
are boosted objects.
To obtain the sensitivity to the involved Wilson coef-

ficients of dimension-six operators, an analysis on the
kinematic distribution of ΔEpz [defined in Eq. (9)] is
performed. The Higgs boson production via charged
current interaction, e−p → hjνe, is, in particular, sensitive
to a variety of Wilson coefficients, namely, fci ¼ c̄H;
c̄Hud; c̄HW; c̄0HL; c̄0HQ; c̄W; c̃HWg. The extracted bounds
for both the LHeC and FCC-he, which are presented in

TABLE V. Predicted constraints at 95% CL on Wilson coef-
ficients for the LHeC and FCC-he with Ee ¼ 60 GeV. The limits
are presented for the integrated luminosities of 1 ab−1 for the
LHeC and 10 ab−1 for the FCC-he, respectively.

Wilson
coefficients

LHeC
(Ee ¼ 60 GeV) 1 ab−1

FCC-he
(Ee ¼ 60 GeV) 10 ab−1

c̄H½×100� ½−4.28; 4.60� ½−1.5; 1.5�
c̄Hud½×100� ½−3.88; 4.96� ½−0.69; 0.69�
c̄HW ½×100� ½−0.89; 0.96� ½−0.17; 0.19�
c̄0HL½×100� ½−1.43; 1.58� ½−0.78; 0.85�
c̄0HQ½×100� ½−1.29; 1.4� ½−0.98; 1.01�
c̄W ½×100� ½−0.71; 0.76� ½−0.21; 0.22�
c̃HW ½×100� ½−7.05; 6.03� ½−0.81; 0.81�

TABLE IV. Predicted constraints at 95% CL on dimension-six Wilson coefficients for the LHeC and FCC-he colliders and for
integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1.

Wilson
coefficients

LHeC-300
(Ee ¼ 60 GeV)

LHeC-3000
(Ee ¼ 60 GeV)

FCC-he-300
(Ee ¼ 60 GeV)

FCC-he-3000
(Ee ¼ 60 GeV)

LHC-3000
[20]

c̄H½×100� ½−7.8; 8.8� ½−2.5; 2.6� ½−8.70; 8.70� ½−2.75; 2.75� ½−4.40; 3.50�
c̄Hud½×100� ½−6.26; 8.33� ½−2.40; 2.86� ½−4.00; 4.00� ½−1.26; 1.26� � � �
c̄HW ½×100� ½−2.3; 2.8� ½−0.79; 0.83� ½−1.00; 1.10� ½−0.32; 0.35� ½−0.4; 0.4�
c̄0HL½×100� ½−2.6; 2.7� ½−0.85; 0.82� ½−4.50; 4.90� ½−1.42; 1.54� � � �
c̄0HQ½×100� ½−2.20; 2.70� ½−0.79; 0.76� ½−5.70; 6.00� ½−1.80; 1.90� � � �
c̄W ½×100� ½−1.20; 1.40� ½−0.42; 0.44� ½−1.20; 1.30� ½−0.38; 0.41� ½−0.40; 0.40�
c̃HW ½×100� ½−11.4; 9.2� ½−4.2; 3.6� ½−4.70; 4.70� ½−1.49; 1.49� � � �
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Table IV, show a great sensitivity, and in some cases,
improvements are expected with respect to the potential
constraints for the LHC [20,23]. We also show that the
FCC-he collider with Ee ¼ 60 GeV and with an integrated
luminosity of L ¼ 10 ab−1 or even with 3 ab−1 would be
able to probe the Wilson coefficients of dimension-six
operators of the Higgs boson (especially c̄H, c̄HW , and c̄W
couplings) beyond the HL-LHC.
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